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#1:  Caveats and Introduction 
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• Much experimentation, few big successes. 

• Few today sustainable, scalable 

• Danger of “development legends”, award 
winners. 

• Consider your full ICT Toolbox. 

• ICT for extension – and beyond. 

 

 

 

The 2-Pronged AG Extension Problem 
 

Too few farmers have access to the extension services they need. 

Extension workers cannot easily tap all the information available to help 
farmers.   
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Why ICT for USAID in Sub Saharan Africa work? 

• ICT offers a set of powerful tools to enhance the 
impact of USAID’s development programs and the 
achievement of USAID’s strategic goals.  

• Why is ICT important for economic growth both in 
agriculture and non-agriculture sectors 

• How can it help enhance development activities 
related to the environment as well as economic 
growth.   

• Key challenges, opportunities and constraints 
related to ICT in sub-Saharan Africa,  

ICT is a tool, a means to an end.     
NOT a silver bullet, NOT a panacea.  

Still comes down to 
Processes and People 



Key Points 
What we need for good AG development: 

1.Affordable Access to Telecom Services 
• Access improving but access for the rural poor 

still lags 

• A few key ways to tackle this 

2.ICT Applications to Increase Impact 
• Lots of projects use ICT but far too few with apps that 

are sustainable, scalable.   

• Why we care:  key problems ICT can help solve. 

• A few examples. 

3.What Works – and What Doesn’t 
• Up-front business plans: some possible                                                   

revenue sources 

4.Where to Get Help 
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Key Points 
What we need for good AG development: 

1.Affordable Access to Telecom Services 
• Access improving but still the rural poor still 

lagging 

• A few key ways to tackle this 

2.ICT-enabled  applications to increase impact 
• Why we care:  key problems ICT can help solve. 

• Lots of projects use ICT but far too few apps are 
sustainable, scalable.   

• An example or two. 

3.What Works – and What Doesn’t 
• Up-front business plans: some possible                                                   

revenue sources 

4.Where to Get Help 

 
 

 
 

 
 



Key Points 
What we need re: ICT for good AG development: 

1.Affordable Access to Telecom Services 
• Access improving but still the rural poor still lagging 

• A few key ways to tackle this 

2.ICT Applications to Increase Impact 
• Lots of projects use ICT but far too few with apps that 

are sustainable, scalable.   

• Why we care:  key problems ICT can help solve. 

• A few examples. 

3.Apps:  What Works – and What Doesn’t 
• Among other tips:  up-front business plans: 

some possible revenue sources 

4.Where to Get Help 

 
 

 
 

 
 



Challenges in Extension ICT May Help Meet 
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Extension workers may not know 
what farmers want to learn or don’t 
understand. 

Too few farmers have access to the extension services they need. 

And they can forget key learning – so reminders can  help.   

Extension messages can be tailored by crop and timed in crop cycle. 

Extension workers cannot easily tap (know) all the information available to 
help farmers. 



Opportunities to Leverage to Increase Use of ICT 

• Almost all agriculture development projects include some  
farm extension services. 

• Some governments are modernizing extension services.   

• Scalable platforms for transactions and building economic 
relationships; Platforms more accessible then seen in past 

• Large buyers, processors know value of extension services 
and are using ICT themselves.  (Your examples please!) 

Access to mobile networks especially is expanding dramatically in developing 
countries –and the poor use mobiles. 

Mobile networks now handle voice and data applications.   

MNOs are competing hard for market share, to reduce churn and some are turning to 
mobile AG services to increase appeal. 

Data driven decision-making becoming more and more a requirement  

Opportunities related to AG development, and econ growth 

Opportunities related to ICT 



Few examples from the field 

1. MTZL [Zoona],  Zambia.   www.zoona.ca.za 
– Agent payments, supplier payments, Vouchers/Subsidy payments, 

Agent network 

2. mFarm,  Kenya  
– Provide market information, link buys and farmers, current 

agritrends. Service via SMS, can peruse by crop category 

3. mFarms,  Ghana   
– Farmer/outgrower management, extension worker mgmt, GPS 

Back-end, manage an send custom messages to workforce  
4. Grameen Foundation CKW,  Uganda 

– CKW facilitates a human network of village intermediaries with 
smartphones +custom apps to provide ‘last mile’ farmers with 
relevant, timely ag information to gain livelihood improvement. Ag 
content is housed on a back-end, everything is GPS tagged. CKWs 
also do mobile Data collection which is part of sustainability model. 

 



MNO’s keen to make $$, reduce churn with mAgri 

Two USAID cooperative agreements focused on scaling 

• mFarmer Initiative 
– GDA with Gates Foundation; GSMA implementer 
– mExtension services 
– 3 MNO’s in Africa:  Tigo, Airtel, Orange 
– 1.5M small, poor farmers 

• Connected Farmer Alliance 
– GDA with Vodafone ($8M): USAID ($5M); 

TNS implementer 
– mFinancial Services, Supply chain apps 
– 500k small, poor farmers (TZ, Kenya, Moz) 

Upcoming: ICT Innovation Challenge  
     {part of New Alliance for Food Security} 



Tips on Increasing Success 
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What Works: 

• “Gandhian innovation1:  frugal, 
sustainable, hence scalable. 

•  Design for scale – target top priority 
functionality – not “need” 

•  Adapt existing software platforms 

• Use lead farmers, peers. 

• Confirm content with experts. 

• Use feedback loop:  regularly, seriously 

•   Ask and answer:  is this cost effective?  
(is it “good enough” approach) 

•  Public-private partnerships! 

•  Allow for experimentation, failure 

 
1. Prahalad, C.K. and R.A. Mashelkar,  Innovation’s Holy Grail, Harvard Business 
Review, July 2010, http://hbr.org/2010/07/innovations-holy-grail/ar/1   

What Doesn’t: 
•  We need “success stories”! 

•  Let’s just do a few pilots… 

• Assume that ICT tool is helping 
and is most cost effective 
approach 

•  Build it yourself in-house 

•  The lure of “cool” devices…  
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So to close: Relevant to today 

• Disseminating information, Scalable 
extension of content   

• Building content platforms; Bridging 
Research–Extension divide 

• Monitoring and Operations – also 
facilitating M&E but encouraging the mental 
change to see value of using day-day 
visualization of projects and business opps 

• Transactions and Strengthening value 
chains; Building markets; Financial 
services 

Challenges:  
- New systems – when no 

existing infrastructure ! 

- Uptake         - Trust 
- Quality 

Feedback loops 
 
Improving timelines 
+ Visibility  



Where to Get Help 

 

 

USAID/WDC:  EGAT ICT Team, AFR Bureau (AFR/SD/EGEA) 

mFarmer:  GDA with Gates/GSMA to scale mobile extension services 
www.gsmworld.com/mfarmer  

FACET:  Knowledge Mgmt and short-term TA for ICT and AG                                
(google FACET USAID) 

E-Agriculture: www.e-agriculture.org   

World Bank:  Source Book                   
http://www.ictinagriculture.org/ictinag/  

 

Jill S. Shemin  jshemin@usaid.gov  
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THANK YOU 



Handouts: 
 

Back-ups/Extras 



Why? ICT Applications and Tools 

Help large buyers/processors manage their relationships 
with 1000s of smallholder farmers better – for gain of buyers +producers 
• Decrease sideselling  
• Monitor supply chain and expected yields  
• Improve quality of production 
• Coordinate/streamline aggregation, buying 

 App with backend database that helps buyers determine expected yield; learn where best 
production + most productive farmers 

o detailed producer profiles;  
o track inputs distributed; measure against production 

• Push, pull SMS helping buyers reward best producer 
• GPS mapping + visual Dashboard from database 

Improve functioning of ag markets 
Overtime, build price convergence and level of confidence 

Market Price Info Systems (MIS) available by a widely accessible system (or collection of 
systems that augment each other.)  

Improve integration of value chain  
• Empower farmers’ decision making power  - i.e.,  Farming as a Bus 

thinking; bargaining power 
• Empower traders  - as providing a service for a fee, not short-

changing blind farmers. 

Market Price Info Systems (MIS) available by a widely accessible system (or collection of 
systems that augment each other.)  

  
Decision making tools comparing prices at various markets and estimated cost of transport for 
farmer’s produce. 

Increase saving, provides path to other financial products, 
including insurance;  get funds faster from relatives at key times when 
needed, reduce borrowing;  

Mobile Money, m-Banking, more m-financial services  

Help small producers afford best inputs and receive at right 
time.  Help input providers know demand and aggregate delivery.  
Help input supplier assess potential rural market better and invest in 
extending distribution. 

Aggregate demand.  e-vouchers/M-Vouchers to offer up-front discounts on inputs at end of 
season and delivered at beginning of next season. 
Feedback system that is automatic -- see purchases of products; over time use to inform 
business and target products  

In a scalable way teach more farmers good farming 
practices to boost productivity  
(complementing proven methods  that are more intensive and less 
scalable – face-to-face, posters, demo plots) 

-Low-cost videos in local languages shared by many 
-Recorded/replayable audio programs 
-Call Center 
-Interactive radio programming,    i.e., can be combined with SMS service 

Increase adoption of good farming practices to boost 
productivity and Convincing farmers to actually change practices and 
benefits they will see 
• Reinforce messages from other means; Increase uptake + adoption 

-Mobile messaging (inbound, outbound): reminders, alerts  (SMS;  voice messaging) 
-Melodoramas on IVR (e.g., Freedom Fone) 
-Call Center 
-Compelling radio programs – with “Voice of the Farmer” via cell phones, more 

Clearer picture of farmer agricultural behavior with a feedback 
loop to/from farmers  
• Use of/implementation of  information and tools 
• Enable feedback loop that operates in a timely manner 

Data-driven decisions: Informing policy and programming  

-Databases and system that accrue data automatically from usage.   
• i.e., farmers accessing information - what information and where they are given their 

profile or an original survey 
• analytics on most frequently searched content 

-Low-cost mobile surveys  
-Ease of ICT tools for more frequent  deployment and clearer picture  



1. Zoona, Zambia 

Supplier payments: 

Supplier payments: Payments out 
 
A Zoona account is set up for a company. When a 
lump sum amount is deposited into the account, 
can make payments equal to this amount (less any 
fees). 
3 things happen to initial payments 
As soon as the payroll is authorized, Zoona 
automatically processes payments into 
corresponding bank accounts.  
 



2. mFarm, Kenya   http://mfarm.co.ke/ 



mFarms,  Ghana   www.mfarms.org  

“an integrated and customizable ICT platform designed to help ag value chain 
stakeholders communicate with each other efficiently, establish and maintain 
business relationships and manage the flow of goods and services among them.” 
Uses a database structured to hold complete profiles, including geo-locations 
 
• mobile applications (java and android and web applications).  
• production and purchase planning; verification of adherence to production 

techniques and schedules;  
• broadcasting alerts and extension messages through SMS and IVR services;  
• estimation of production cost. 
• Requires quality GIS databases of actors/stakeholders 

 



Community Knowledge Worker, Uganda 

CKW uses mobile phone applications and human networks GF has created to 
provide poor ‘last mile’ farmers with relevant, timely agricultural information,  
Focus is on reaching the ‘last mile’ at scale, a sustainable model delivering 
services to the poorest. 
 
• Information helps farmers improve their lives and livelihoods by increasing 

their productivity and income. Gives CKWs a ‘business in a box’ which 
include phone charging solution  

• Sustainable model includes offering CKW data collection services to any 
data collection request in CKW areas. CKWs are paid as enumerators 

• Has also developed field force management tool and custom Dashboard that 
is intended to support CKW network 



Community Knowledge Worker, Data Collection 
http://grameenfoundation.force.com/ckw/apex/Dashboard? sfdc.tabName=01r70000000HaJA 
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